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ABSTRACT 

Lakhs of people getting Degrees year after year, due to the lack of effective anti-forge 

mechanism, events that cause the graduation certificate to be forged often get noticed. In order to 

solve the problem of counterfeiting certificates, the digital certificate system based on block 

chain technology. All the illegal activities filled against a person and all the activities are updated 

in the Personal ID. Using the modification process we would monitor not only the degree 

cortication alone but also entire personality and behavioral activities of that person. We deploy 

Unique based monitoring using this system. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the real world, people are valuated and judged by the qualification and the achievements. These 

qualification and achievements are trusted by the certificates provided for each achievement on 

either education or employment. The birth of the citizen is even approved by a birth certificate. As 

everything depends on the certificates, the rate of duplicate certificates and fake certificates have 

also increased. How do we check for the genuinity ? 
 Agents work on it. 
 Tele-Verification to the concerned university 
To overcome these difficulties this project is proposed. The project consists in designing and 

implementing the system which overcomes the above problems. The project also involves a 

comprehensive evaluation of the system security, and therefore the assessment outcomes provide 

compelling evidence to prove that implementation is practical, reliable, secured, which could give 

some hints of important architectural considerations about the safety attributes of other 

blockchain-based systems. Certificates distributed in colleges or universities are mostly within the 

sort of text. Whenever applicants apply for the job at any public or private sector they have to 

produce those hard copies, while the organizations have to verify all certificates manually which 

is very time-consuming process and there are chances that some may have produce the certificate 

which is not legit and that may get unnoticed by the verifier during the process because of this 

ineligible candidate will get an opportunity. There had been lots of cases in past where people are 

caught selling fake certificates of different organization at low cost. To eradicate such problem 

and diminish the production of fake certificates we can use the Blockchain technology. 

Blockchain can be used to store the data of the certificate that can be validated by anyone from any 

place. The blockchain is a decentralized shared distributed ledger; the data stored in the blockchain 

is almost un-modifiable. It is a type of database which is not centralized and governed by the set 

of rules. 

WORKING 

To create the block chain based unmodified certificates, initially the university must get 

registered. Each university getting to blare are going to be having its wallet address from which it's 
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going to send transaction. University can be added only by the owner of the smart contract. Once 

added the university can accessthe system and may create certificates with data fields. Each 

created certificate are going to be stored within the Inter planetary filing system IPFS which 

successively will return the unique hash generated using SHA- 256 algorithm. This will function 

unique identity for every document. Along with this generated hash and detail of certificates, all 

this data will be stored in the block chain. Anyone can use this transaction id to verify the 

certificate details and can view the original copy of certificate using IPFS hash stored along with 

data. And it's almost impossible to switch this certificate or to make fake certificate with same 

data. Hence with this we can solve the problem of counterfeit certificates. 

 

 

 

Figure1: Over all Working Diagram 

 

Here, Blockchain is the common medium of technology going to be used in the security of data. 
Blockchain 
The concept of blockchain was first proposed by an individual (or a gaggle of persons) named 

Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008. It’s a shared distributed ledger governed by the set of rules where 

each node participating within the blockchain network keeps record of all the info in network. the 

info of multiple transactions is stored within the sort of blocks alongside its timestamp, each 

transaction are often separately verified by using its hash value, since it's open, publicly verifiable 
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and thus the info once entered cannot be altered which help in preventing forgery. In blockchain 

each block of transactions is joined to the previous 

block by the hash value of preceding block. Hence if anyone tries to vary any data within the 

blockchain the hash value of that block is getting to be changed. 
a. Hash Values 
A hash value may be a numeric value of a hard and fast length that uniquely identifies data. Hash 

values represent large amounts of knowledge the maximum amount smaller numeric values, in 

order that they are used with digital signatures. You can sign a hash value more profitable than 

signing the larger value. 

 

 

 

 

Figure: 2.A Figure: 2.B 

 

Fig 2 SHA-256 may be a one-way function that converts a text of any length into a string of 256 

bits. This is known as a hashing function. In this case, it's a cryptographically secure hashing 

function, therein knowing the output tells you little or no about the input. It is a modified version 

of SHA1, which successively may be a modified SHA0. All three are now broken, to some extent. 

SHA-256 (Secure Hash Algorithm, FIPS 182-2), is one of the cryptographic hash functions which 

has digest length of 256 bits. It's a keyless hash function, means a Manipulation Detection Code 

(MDC). In other words, Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) was developed by the National Institute of 

Standards & Technology, and further, they came with a replacement version called SHA-256 (the 

SHA-2 family), where the amount is represented because the hash length in bits. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The proposed system works well on the involvement of multiple companies and institutions for 

the uploading of the certification details. 

This system plays a safer role in guarding the data secure with the help of the discussed 

technology. Overcomes the issues discussed above. The conversion of data into hash values play a 

major role in security and the interconnection of those hash values through blockchain makes it 

even stronger in security. The validator can be of any party, either an educational institution or a 

company sector. Any of the interested sectors could possibly check the received certificates for 
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the genuinity. The certificate uploaders would need the permission and access from the smart 

contract owner to upload the details. The smart owner checks the requested client for they are a 

proper certificate issuers. After validating the certificate issuer a unique ID and Password helps 

them to upload the certification details. The updation of any existing certificates would lead to 

notify all the other certificate issuers in the node.Thus it is in a highly safer hands. 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure: 3.Data flow diagram 

Fig 3, diagrammatic sketch represents the data flow in the proposed system. The procedure and 

algorithm through which the system follows. 
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